
 

 

CITY OF ARMADALE 
 

MINUTES 
 

 

OF DEVELOPMENT SERVICES COMMITTEE HELD IN THE COMMITTEE 

ROOM, ADMINISTRATION CENTRE, 7 ORCHARD AVENUE, ARMADALE ON 

TUESDAY, 20 FEBRUARY 2018 AT 7PM. 

 

  

 

PRESENT: Cr D M Shaw (Chair)  

Cr C M Wielinga (Deputy Chair) 

Cr M Geary 

Cr L Sargeson 

Cr M Silver 

Cr H A Zelones OAM JP 

Cr G J Smith (Deputy to Cr Busby) 

 

APOLOGIES:  Cr K Busby (Leave of Absence)  

 

 

 

OBSERVERS: Cr J A Stewart 

 

 

 

IN ATTENDANCE: Mr P Sanders Executive Director Development Services  

Mr G Dine Health Services Manager 

Mr A Beales A/Building Services Manager 

Mrs N Cranfield Executive Assistant EDDS 

 

 

PUBLIC: Nil 

 

 

 

 
“For details of Councillor Membership on this Committee, please refer to the City’s website 

– www.armadale.wa.gov.au/your council/councillors.” 
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DISCLAIMER  

 

The Disclaimer for protecting Councillors and staff from liability of information and advice 

given at Committee meetings was not read by the Chair as there were no members of the 

public present. 

  

 

 

DECLARATION OF MEMBERS’ INTERESTS 

 

Nil. 

 

 

 

QUESTION TIME 

 

Nil. 

 

 

 

DEPUTATION 

 

Nil. 

  

 

 

 

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES 

 

RECOMMEND  

 

Minutes of the Development Services Committee Meeting held on 23 January 2018 be 

confirmed. 

 

Moved Cr C M Wielinga 

MOTION CARRIED  (7/0) 
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ITEMS REFERRED FROM INFORMATION BULLETIN - ISSUE 1 / 2018 

Outstanding Matters & Information Items 

Report on Outstanding Matters - Development Services Committee 

Reviews before the State Administrative Tribunal (SAT) 

Health 

Health Services Manager’s Report - December 2017 

Planning 

Planning Applications Report - December 2017 

Town Planning Scheme No.4 - Amendment Action Table 

Subdivision Applications - WAPC Approvals/Refusals - December 2017 

Subdivision Applications - Report on Lots Registered for 2017/2018 

PAW Closure Report - Significant Actions during December 2017 

Compliance Officer’s Report - December 2017 

Building 

Building Services Manager’s Report - December 2017 

Building Health/Compliance Officer’s Report - December 2017 

Building Applications Monthly Statistics - December 2017 

 

ITEMS REFERRED FROM INFORMATION BULLETIN - ISSUE 2 / 2018 

Outstanding Matters & Information Items 

Report on Outstanding Matters - Development Services Committee 

Reviews before the State Administrative Tribunal (SAT) 

Health 

Health Services Manager’s Report - January 2018 

Planning 

Planning Applications Report - January 2018 

Town Planning Scheme No.4 - Amendment Action Table 

Subdivision Applications - WAPC Approvals/Refusals - January 2018 

Subdivision Applications - Report on Lots Registered for 2017/2018 

PAW Closure Report - Significant Actions during January 2018 

Compliance Officer’s Report - January 2018 

Building 

Building Services Manager’s Report - January 2018 

Building Health/Compliance Officer’s Report - January 2018 

Building Applications Monthly Statistics - January 2018 

 

Committee discussed the progress of planning in the Kelmscott District Centre under the 

jurisdiction of the MRA Planning Area. 

 

Committee noted the information and no further items were raised for discussion and/or 

further report purposes.  
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**1.1 - REVIEW OF HEALTH LOCAL LAW 2002 
    
 

WARD 

 

: ALL In Brief: 

Under the Local Government Act 1995, 

there is a requirement to review Local 

Laws every eight (8) years. The last eight 

(8) year review of the Health Local Law 

2002 was completed on 22 March 2010. 

A review of the Health Local Laws 2002 

has recently been undertaken. 

This report presents the findings of the 

review process, and recommends that the 

City’s Health Local Laws 2002 continue in 

operation without amendment. 

FILE No. 

 

: M/80/18 
 

DATE 

 

: 14 February 2018 

REF 

 

: GD  

RESPONSIBLE 

MANAGER 

 

: EDDS 

 

 

Tabled Items 

 

Nil. 

 

Officer Interest Declaration 

 

Nil. 

 

Strategic Implications 

 

Nil 

 

Legislation Implications 

 

Local Government Act 1995 Section 3.16  

 

Council Policy/Local Law Implications 

 

Health Local Laws 2002 

Public Health Act 2016 

Town Planning Scheme No.4 

 

Budget/Financial Implications  

 

The cost of advertising in Local and State newspapers and any other costs associated with its 

adoption and gazettal can be accommodated within the Health Services Budget. 

 

Consultation 

 Corporate Services  

 Development Services 

 Department of Health WA 

 Public notices issued for the general public. 
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BACKGROUND 
 

Council at its meeting on the 21
st
 January 2002 resolved (C25/02) to adopt the Health Local 

Laws 2002 which were subsequently published in the Government Gazette on the 1
st
 March 

2002. Since adoption in 2002 there have been a series of amendments to these local laws with 

the last eight (8) yearly being adopted by Council on 22 March 2010 (D21/3/10). 

 

The purpose of the Health Local Laws 2002 is to provide for current and effective local 

health laws in regard to the administration and control of health standards and conditions 

within the City of Armadale. The Health Local 2002 has effect in regard to the control of the 

following: 

 

 Sanitation;  

 Housing;  

 Waste Food and Refuse;  

 Nuisances;  

 Pest Control;  

 Infectious Disease;  

 Food Premises;  

 Lodging Houses; and 

 Offensive Trade.  

 

The Health Local Laws 2002 also sets out offences and penalties for non – compliance.  

 

DETAIL OF PROPOSAL  

 

Local Government Act 1995, Section 3.16 – Periodic review of local laws; states the 

following: 

 

“(1) Within a period of 8 years from the day when a local law commenced or a report of 

review of the local law was accepted under this section as the case requires, a local 

government is to carry out a review of the local law to determine whether or not it 

considers that it should be repealed or amended.  

(2) The local government is to give Statewide public notice stating that –  

 a. the local government proposes to review the local law;  

 b. a copy of the local law may be inspected or obtained at any place specified in the 

notice; and  

 c. submissions about the local law may be made to the local government before a 

day to be specified in the notice, being a day that is not less than 6 weeks after the 

notice is given.”  

(2a) A notice under subsection (2) is also to be published and exhibited as if it were a local 

public notice. 

(3)  After the last day for submissions, the local government is to consider any submissions 

made and cause a report of the review to be prepared and submitted to its council.  

(4)  When its council has considered the report, the local government may determine* 

whether or not it considers that the local law should be repealed or amended. 
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Pursuant to the requirements of the Local Government Act 1995, an eight (8) yearly review of 

the City of Armadale Health Local Law 2002, has recently been undertaken and this report 

presents the findings of this review which recommends that the local law continue in 

operation without amendment.  

 

COMMENT 
 

As per the requirements of the Local Government Act 1995, Statewide public notice was 

given of Council’s intent to conduct an eight (8) yearly review of the Health Local Law, with 

submissions closing on the 6 January 2018. Notices were placed in the West Australian 

Newspaper and on the City’s website and displayed on the Administration Centre notice 

board and the Armadale Library, Kelmscott Library and Seville Grove Library notice boards. 

 

Following the close of the submissions period, no submissions were received.  

 

In determining whether to amend, repeal or retain this local law consideration has been given 

to the major review of the Health Act 1911 and the transitioning to the new Public Health Act 

2016. 

 

The Public Health Act 2016 and Public Health (Consequential Provisions) Act 2016 facilitate 

the comprehensive reform of public health regulation in Western Australia. As there is a 

significant amount of work required to transition to the new regulatory framework, 

implementation is to occur in a staged manner over the next 3 to 5 years. There will be five 

main stages of implementation, summarised below: 

 

Public Health Act 2016 Implementation 

 

Stages 1 and 2 
These stages came into operation in September 2016 and involve various technical matters 

required to facilitate the transition from the Health Act 1911 to the Public Health Act 2016. 

The Health Act 1911 and regulations, by-laws and local laws made under that Act will remain 

in operation at these two stages.  

 

Stage 3 
Part of stage 3 came into operation in January 2017 with the remainder coming into operation 

in September 2017. During this stage, key elements of the administrative framework provided 

by Part 2 of the Public Health Act 2016 came into operation to replace the equivalent 

administrative framework provided by Part II of the Health Act 1911. This includes 

provisions establishing the Chief Health Officer and enabling local governments to designate 

authorised officers.  

 

In order to minimise the impact on local governments, section 312 of the Public Health Act 

2016 includes a transitional provision. Under that section, persons who are currently 

appointed as environmental health officers will be deemed to be designated as authorised 

officers for the purpose of the Public Health Act 2016, the Health Act 1911 and a range of 

other relevant Acts. 
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All other regulations, by-laws and local laws made under the Health (Miscellaneous 

Provisions) Act 1911 will remain in operation at this stage. 

 

A significant change under the mew Public Health Act 2016 is that the power to make local 

laws for matters relating to public health have been deleted from the Public Health Act 2016 

and are now provided for in the Local Government Act 1995.  

 

Stage 4 

Provisions in the Public Health Act 2016 relating to notifiable infectious diseases and related 

conditions, prescribed conditions of health, serious public health incident powers and public 

health emergencies will be commenced during this stage. Equivalent provisions in the Health 

(Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1911 and regulations made under that Act will be repealed. 

Implementation will occur on a date to be fixed by proclamation. 

 

Stage 5 – (in process) 

Provisions in the Public Health Act 2016 relating to environmental health matters will be 

commenced. Amongst other things, this will involve the development of new regulations in 

respect to broad subject areas including the built environment, water, personal safety, pests 

and vectors. Equivalent provisions in the Health (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1911 and 

regulations and by-laws made under that Act will be repealed. Unfortunately at this point in 

time the City officers are not aware of what provisions will be incorporated into these 

regulations. 

 

This stage will be the most significant stage of implementation. It will be the point at which 

local governments move from the framework provided by the Health (Miscellaneous 

Provisions) Act 1911 to the framework provided by the Public Health Act 2016. Provisions in 

the Public Health Act relating to public health planning, assessments, registration and 

licensing will be commenced along with the enforcement provisions. 

 

The Department of Health will work closely with local government in the lead up to this 

stage, including consulting in respect of the development of required regulations.  

 

Impact on Local Law 2002 

 

The transitional period moving from the provisions of the Public Health Act 1911 to the 

Public Health Act 2016, through the 5 stages will have no effect on the legitimacy of our 

existing local law and therefore it will continue to remain in effect. Should amendments be 

required, the power to make these now falls under the Local Government Act.  

 

However, prior to making any amendments or a new Health Local Law between stages 3 and 

5, the City will need to be mindful that any laws made before the development of the new 

regulations will need to be reviewed and possibly repealed when stage 5 of implementation of 

the new Act occurs. This is anticipated to be within the next 3 to 5 years. 
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OPTIONS 

 

Council could:  

 

1. Repeal Local Law 2002 and establish a new Local Law once the Public Health Act 

2016 is fully implemented and the City understands what provisions need to be 

enforced through the making of a Local Law. 

2. Retain Local Law 2002 without amendment and undertake a further review of the Local 

Law once the new Public Health Act 2016 is fully implemented and enforceable. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The Health local Law 2002 is relevant and necessary in maintaining public health standards 

within the City of Armadale, however, it is expected that the scope of health local laws will 

narrow in view of the risk based framework provided by the new Public Health Act 2016 

once fully operational. 

 

Without knowing what provisions will be contained within the new regulations supporting 

the new Public Health Act 2016 repealing the Local Law will diminish the City’s ability to 

enforce certain Health provisions, accordingly repealing the Local Law at this stage is 

premature. 

 

Once the new regulations are in operation, the City will be in a better position to review 

Local Laws 2002 as all provisions of the new legislation will be known, therefore option 2 is 

preferred. 

 
 

ATTACHMENTS 

There are no attachments for this report. 
 

RECOMMEND D10/2/18 

 

That Council: 

 

1. Pursuant to section 3.16(4) of the Local Government Act 1995, resolve* that the City 

of Armadale Health Local Law 2002 continue in operation without amendment. 

 

2. Note that a review of the Health Local Law 2002 will occur once the new Public 

Health Act 2016 is fully operational. 

 

 *ABSOLUTE MAJORITY RESOLUTION REQUIRED (for Part 1) 

 

Moved Cr H A Zelones 

MOTION CARRIED  (7/0) 
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2.1 - PROPOSED AMENDMENT NO.94 TO TPS NO.4 -  AMENDING LAND USE 

PERMISSIBILITY IN THE SPECIAL RESIDENTIAL ZONE AND OTHER CHANGES 

TO THE SCHEME MAP AND TEXT 
    
 

WARD 

 

: Heron, Hills, Lake and 

River 

 

In Brief: 

The amendment proposes to implement the 

outcomes of the City’s review of land uses 

and their permissibility for the Special 

Residential zone that commenced with the 

Councillors’ workshop briefing held on 28 

August 2017. 

The amendment proposes to: 

o change the permissibility of 10 land 

uses to ‘X’ (not permitted) in the 

Special Residential zone; 

o reclassify local park land to Parks and 

Recreation (Local) on the Scheme Map; 

o add two additional uses to the Araluen 

Golf Course Additional Uses No.30 area 

in the Scheme Text; and, 

o remove Restricted Uses No.5 area from 

the Scheme Text and Map. 

It is recommended that Council resolve to 

initiate Amendment No.94, for the purpose 

of public consultation. 

FILE No. 

 

:   - M/772/17 

DATE 

 

: 14 February 2018 

REF 

 

: CC  

RESPONSIBLE 

MANAGER 

 

: EDDS 

SUBJECT LAND 

 

: All land zoned Special 

Residential 

ZONING 

MRS /  

TPS No.4 

 

: 

: 

 

Rural and Urban 

Special Residential 

 

 

Tabled Items 

Nil. 

 

Officer Interest Declaration 

Nil  

 

Strategic Implications 

2.5.1 Implement and administer the City’s Town Planning Scheme and Local Planning Strategy 

to deliver quality development outcome. 

 

Legislation Implications 

Planning and Development Act 2005 

Planning and Development (Local Planning Scheme) Regulations 2015 

Metropolitan Region Scheme 

Town Planning Scheme No.4 

WAPC Statement of Planning Policy 3.7 Planning in Bushfire Prone Areas 

WAPC Development Control Policy 2.5 Special Residential Zones 

 

Council Policy/Local Law Implications 

Local Planning Strategy 2016 

PLN 3.2 Child Care Premises and Family Day Care 
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Budget/Financial Implications 

Nil. 

 

Consultation 

If initiated, the scheme amendment will undergo a process of advertising for public submissions 

for a period of 42 days in accordance with the requirements of the ‘Planning and Development 

(Local Planning Schemes) Regulations 2015’. 

 

BACKGROUND 

 

A Councillors’ workshop briefing was held on 28 August 2017 as an introduction to a project to 

review the existing range of land uses and their permissibility in the Special Residential, Rural 

Living and General Rural zones of Town Planning Scheme No.4 (TPS No.4).  

 

The review was prompted by concerns that some ‘P’ (permitted) and ‘D’ or ‘A’ discretionary 

land uses in the subject zones have the potential to cause amenity impacts i.e. traffic and noise, 

would result in further land clearing, are vulnerable to fire risk, or, the uses may be more 

appropriately located in other zones i.e. Centre zones of TPS No.4. 

 

At the workshop briefing, Councillors were provided with relevant extracts from TPS No.4 and 

a Survey Feedback Form with a request to provide comments and recommendations to the City 

on land use permissibility in the Special Residential, Rural Living and General Rural zones, 

particularly those land uses that Councillors considered the current permissibility land use 

category (‘P’, ‘A’, ‘D’ or ‘X’) should be amended. The opportunity to provide feedback was 

also extended to new Councillors who did not take part in the workshop briefing. Three 

Councillors completed the Survey Feedback Form. 

 

As the land use permissibility review impacts on distinct zones with varied land use, 

development histories, site characteristics, and landowner interests/expectations, the land use 

recommendations of the review are being implemented on a zone-by-zone basis via separate 

scheme amendments. This approach allows the City to focus on issues and obtain community 

feedback for each zone which is particularly important given the high number of landowners in 

each zone. 

 

Town Planning Scheme Amendment No.95 which deals with land use permissibility in the 

General Rural zone, was initiated by Council at its meeting on 29 January 2018 and will be 

advertised for public comment once appropriate Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) 

advice is received. 

 

Town Planning Scheme Amendment No.94 (current proposal) principally proposes to modify 

the permissibility of various land uses to ‘X’ (not permitted) use in the Special Residential zone 

of TPS No.4 as well as make some other modifications to the TPS No.4 Text and Map. 

 

It is noted that the Western Australian Planning Commission (WAPC) can adopt a conservative 

view of scheme amendment proposals that seek to diminish the number of 

permitted/discretionary land uses in zones. A case in point is Amendment No.69 to TPS No.4 

which changed the permissibility of “place of worship” to ‘X’ (not permitted) use in the Special 

Residential zone of TPS No.4. The City had to lobby and provide additional justification to the 

Department of Planning officers before the WAPC supported the change of “place of worship” 

to ‘X’ (not permitted) use Special Residential zone.  
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The Special Residential zones are made up of both planned estates and some areas of historic 

subdivision brought under the Special Residential zone in the transition from Town Planning 

Scheme No.2 (TPS No.2) to TPS No.4 in 2005. Planned Estates are as follows. 
 

Brookwood Estate, Hilbert Special Residential Zone 

Brookwood Estate in Hilbert comprises 131 housing lots. The estate exhibits a strong single 

residential character with substantial “single houses”. The surrounding context of Brookwood 

Estate is changing from rural to urban/residential as adjoining land in the Metropolitan 

Redevelopment Authority’s ‘Wungong Urban Water Master Plan’ area is being planned for 

residential. The Department of Planning Lands and Heritage has verbally advised that it is 

considering an Urban zone for Brookwood Estate area under the Metropolitan Region 

Scheme (MRS). 
 

Araluen Golf Course Estate Special Residential Zone 

The Araluen Golf Course Estate comprises 284 housing lots set around a private golf course 

development site. The estate exhibits a strong single residential character with substantial 

“single house” set amongst remnant vegetation. The estate is also subject to Schedule 2-

Additional Uses No.30 area under TPS No.4 which adds ‘shop-kiosk”, “restaurant”, 

“reception centre”, “caretaker’s house’ and “extraction of ground water” as ‘P’ (permitted) 

uses, but restricted to the golf course super-lot. The development of up to 50 “holiday 

accommodation” units on the golf course land is provided for in restrictions/conditions of 

Additional Use No.30 area but no units have been developed yet. The Araluen Golf Course is 

identified in the City’s ‘Local Planning Strategy (LPS) as a strategically significant special 

use site contributing to the growth of tourism in the Armadale hills. 
 

Bedfordale Estates Special Residential Zone 

The Bedfordale Estates Special Residential zone comprises 616 housing lots created in a 

number of separate development areas via scheme amendments including Churchman Brook 

and Waterwheel Ridge estates and others such developments. These estates exhibit a strong 

single residential character with substantial “single house” set amongst remnant vegetation.  
 

There is a Schedule 2-Additional Uses area and a Schedule 3-Restricted Uses area in TPS 

No.4 over land in the Bedfordale Estates Special Residential zone. Additional Use No.42 area 

adds “convenience store” as a ‘P’ (permitted) use and “shop” as a ‘D’ (discretionary) use for 

Lot 409 Waterwheel Way, a small commercial development adjacent to the Churchman 

Brook Community Centre site.  
 

The Schedule 3 “Restricted Use No.5” area covers 43 lots serviced by Observation Circle, 

Bedfordale, a former quarry and landfill site now separated on its own land title in the estate. 

The following land uses are ‘X’ (not permitted) uses in Restricted Use No.5 area: “child care 

premises”, “civic use”, “club premises”, “community purpose”, “consulting rooms”, 

“convenience store”, “educational establishment”, “exhibition centre”, “occasional uses”, 

“place of worship”, “recreation-private”, “residential building”, “industry-cottage” and 

“holiday accommodation”. As these restricted uses closely match those proposed to be 

designated ‘X’ (not permitted) uses under Amendment No.94, Restricted Use No.5 area is 

proposed to be removed from TPS No.4 Map and Text. The 43 lots serviced by Observation 

Circle will be subject to land use permissibility of Table 1 (Zoning Table) only and in this 

regard the following uses that were restricted would become discretionary uses: “industry-

cottage”, “occasional uses” and “residential building” by way of Amendment No.94. Further 

discussion of these land uses is provided in the ‘Analysis’ section of this report. 
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Historic subdivision areas in the Special Residential zones are as follows –  

 

Champion Lakes Special Residential Zone 
The Champion Lakes Special Residential zone comprises 84 lots. There is a commercial 

chicken hatchery at No.41 Lake Road, and No.49 Lake Road is subject to Schedule 2-

Additional Uses No.10 area which adds “caravan park”, “shop” and “restaurant” as ‘P’ 

(permitted) uses that allow for the existing development on the lot. The land is zoned Rural in 

the Metropolitan Region Scheme (MRS) and is subject to Schedule 8 “Development 

(Structure Planning) No.12” area in TPS No.4 which indicates the need for structure planning 

to guide subdivision and development. At the Council’s meeting in June 2009 the Council 

considered feedback from a public meeting and a survey questionnaire of landowners’ views 

and the Council confirmed urban/residential use for Champion Lakes Special Residential 

zone subject to necessary studies being undertaken to justify MRS and TPS No.4 rezonings. 

 

Karragullen (town site) Special Residential Zone  

The Karragullen (town site) Special Residential zone comprises 28 lots. The town site is not 

serviced with reticulated water or sewer. A large allotment in the zone is subject to Schedule 

2 “Additional Use No.16” area which adds “warehouse” and “incidental car park” as ‘P’ 

(permitted) uses. This site is developed with Karragullen Cool Storage facility which 

provides packaging, cool room and distribution facilities for orchards.  

 

Gilwell Avenue, Kelmscott Special Residential Zone 

The Gilwell Avenue, Kelmscott Special Residential zone comprises 18 lots. These lots, and 

adjacent land areas in the Urban Development zone of TPS No.4, are currently unsewered. A 

rezoning to Residential zone may be considered in the future once planning and servicing 

issues are resolved. 

 

Barnes Road, Roleystone Special Residential Zone 

The Barnes Road, Roleystone Special Residential zone comprises only 4 lots at the boundary 

of the Residential R5 and Rural Living zones of TPS No.4.  

 

DETAILS OF PROPOSAL 

 

The City proposes to amend TPS No.4 Text and Map as follows: 

 

A. Modify the permissibility symbols of land uses in the Special Residential zone Column of 

Table 1 (Zoning Table) as follows: 

i) civic use and display home centre from ‘D’ (discretionary) to ‘X’ (not permitted); 

and, 

ii) child care premises, club premises, consulting rooms, community purpose, 

education establishment, exhibition centre, holiday accommodation, and recreation-

private from ‘A’ (discretionary) to ‘X’ (not permitted). 

 

B. Modify Schedule 2 - Additional Uses, No.30 area (Araluen Golf Course Estate) by:  

i) adding to the Additional Use column the following: 

  Discretionary (D) Uses: 

  • holiday accommodation; and 

  • recreation-private,  

  and; 
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ii) adding to the Conditions and Requirements column under 30.1 the following: 

  • holiday accommodation 

  • recreation-private . 

(Note: B. above is to address the changes proposed in A, as they relate to Araluen Golf 

Course Estate) 

 

C. Delete Restricted Uses No.5 from Schedule 3-Restricted Uses of Scheme Text and Map. 

 

D. Amend the TPS No.4 Map by reclassifying from Special Residential zone to Parks and 

Recreation (Local) reservation the following: 

 

Lots 4000, 4001 and 4002 Darling Range Drive, Bedfordale; 

Lots 188, 3000, 4005 and 4009 Waterwheel Road, Bedfordale; 

Lots 4000, 4001, 4002, 4003 and 4004 Grieve Way, Bedfordale; 

Lot 4010 Devonleigh Street, Bedfordale; 

Lot 4007 Aulini Drive, Bedfordale; 

Lot 4003 and 4004 Fyfield Way, Bedfordale; 

Lot 500 Vellender Road, Bedfordale; 

Lot 3000 Aviemore Drive, Bedfordale; and 

Lot 4006 and 4008 Blissett Drive, Bedfordale. 

 

A copy of the Location Plan and Zoning Maps of Amendment No.94 to TPS No.4 are 

presented in the Attachments to this report. 

 

The permissibility symbols are defined in Clause 3.3.2 of the TPS No.4, as specified below: 

 

3.3.2 ‘The symbols used in the cross reference in the Zoning Table have the following 

meanings — 

‘P’ means that the use is permitted by the Scheme providing the use complies with the 

relevant development standards and the requirements of the Scheme; 

‘D’ means that the use is not permitted unless the local government has exercised its 

discretion by granting development approval; 

‘A’ means that the use is not permitted unless the local government has exercised its 

discretion by granting development approval after giving special notice in accordance 

with clause 64 of the Deemed Provisions; 

‘X’ means a use that is not permitted by the Scheme.’ 

 

An extract from Schedule 1 of TPS No.4 Land Use Definitions, is included in the 

Attachments to this report. 
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COMMENT 

 

Development Control Unit (DCU) 

 

The DCU and the City’s Assets and Service Group both considered the proposed land 

reclassifications on the TPS No.4 Map and modifications to the permissibility of land uses in 

TPS No.4 text and raised no objections.  

 

Councillors Feedback 

 

Three Councillors completed Survey Feedback Forms on land use permissibility in the Special 

Residential zone. Two Councillors recommended “child care premises”, “club premises” and 

“consulting rooms” become ‘X’ (not permitted) uses on the grounds that these land uses are: 

inconsistent with the zone objectives; vulnerable to bushfire; more appropriately located in 

other zones (i.e. Centre zones); not appropriate for the prevailing (small) Special Residential 

zone lot sizes; and, would result in excessive noise and traffic impacts to residents. One of 

these two Councillor also recommended “civic use”, “community purpose”, “commercial 

vehicle parking”, “educational establishment”, “exhibition centre”, “home business”, 

“holiday accommodation” and “recreation-public” become ‘X’ (not permitted) use in the zone 

on similar grounds outlined above. Further consideration of the above land uses is provided 

in the ‘Analysis’ Section of this report. One Councillor generally supported the existing 

permissibility regime of TPS No.4 Zoning Table for the Special Residential zone.  

 

ANALYSIS 

 

The changes to land use permissibility proposed have been considered in terms of the 

following parameters: TPS No.4 zone objectives; consistency with the City’s ‘Local Planning 

Strategy’; State planning and development policy; the relative permissibility of land uses in 

other TPS Np.4 zones; potential development issues; Councillors’ feedback and other 

considerations as necessary. 

 

TPS No.4 - Special Residential Zone Objectives 

 

The objectives of the Special Residential zone under clause 3.2.2 of the TPS No.4, are as 

follows: 

 

‘(a)  To provide for low density residential development in a rural setting, in which natural 

environmental values are conserved as far as possible for the enjoyment of residents as 

well as the maintenance of ecological and landscape values.  

(b)  To ensure development is sited and designed to achieve an integrated and harmonious 

character within each of the estates.’ 

 

Town Planning Scheme Amendment No.94 does not compromise the intent of the zone 

objectives as the fundamental residential land uses including “single house”, “residential 

building” and “ancillary accommodation”, will continue to be permitted/discretionary uses in 

the Special Residential zone. Commercial orientated land uses that are generally restricted to 

the owner/occupier of a house also continue to be permitted/discretionary uses in the zone, 

including: “bed and breakfast”, “commercial vehicle parking”, “family day care”, “home 

business/ occupation/office”, “industry-cottage” and “recreation-domestic”.  
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Other land uses that are considered to be compatible with the zone objects are “occasional uses” 

and “recreation-public”. The land use “occasional uses” provides for infrequent activities i.e. 

swap meet, market, cake stall and artistic performance that do not compromise a locality’s 

amenity. Such activities when undertaken infrequently can enliven neighbourhoods and 

strengthen community bonds. The “Recreation-Public” land use is mostly provided by the State 

and local government and includes local parks, which is a compatible land use in all Residential 

zones. Accordingly, these two land use are to continue as discretionary uses in the Special 

Residential zone. 

 

The land uses proposed to be designated ‘X’ (not permitted) uses are considered to be 

inconsistent with the zone objectives as they are not low density residential land use and if some 

of these land uses were approved their impacts could compromise the zone’s 

environmental/ecological and landscape objectives. Although amenity impacts would be 

dependent on the scale of development proposed and vary from site to site land uses such as 

“civic use”, “club premises”, “education establishment”, “holiday accommodation”, and 

“recreation-private” are often developed in a large format for economies of scale and/or to 

service a catchment larger than the local area. The development footprints (buildings, car parks, 

communal facilities etc.) of these land uses would be greater than those of the “single house” 

land use and would likely result in less open space provision, and/or clearing of remnant site 

vegetation, especially in the Special Residential zones in the Armadale hills area. Further 

discussion on potential amenity impacts is provided under heading ‘Potential Development 

Issues’, below. 

 

Local Planning Strategy 2016 (LPS) 

 

The LPS includes a number of references to the Special Residential zones that can be used as a 

general guide in the review and consideration of changes to land use permissibility in the zone. 

The LPS ‘Strategic Plan’ indicates that Special Residential zones will continue to play a role in 

the land use planning framework of the City. Under the LPS ‘Rural Hills Visual Landscape 

Strategy’ the protection of visual landscapes in the Armadale hills is a high priority and that a 

local planning policy should be developed to assess and manage visual impacts of development 

including that of individual buildings. A planning policy is being developed and will be 

presented to Council once scheme amendments for the land use permissibility review are 

substantially progressed or finalised. The LPS strategy to protect rural hills visual landscapes, 

‘mirrors’ TPS No.4 Special Residential zone objectives therefore, the comments provided above 

regarding the zone objectives would equally apply to consideration under the LPS. 

 

As discussed, Araluen Golf Course Estate is identified under the LPS as a strategically 

significant special use site contributing towards tourism to the Armadale hills. The Golf Course 

is also a significant recreation asset. Amendment No.94 ensures the ongoing role of Araluen 

Golf Course Estate by including “holiday accommodation” and “recreation-private” land uses 

into Schedule 2-Addition Use No.30 area applicable to the estate, given these uses are proposed 

to be designated ‘X’ (not permitted) use in the Special Residential zone. 

 

The lack of reticulated sewer and a pump station is identified in the LPS as infrastructure 

constraints to the development of Champion Lakes for more intensive land use. The intrusion of 

non-residential land uses like the land uses proposed to be designated ‘X’ (not permitted) can, in 

some instances, hinder structure planning for more intensive development (including the 

economical provision of service infrastructure) by landowners seeking to progress applications 

to the WAPC to rezone land to Urban in the MRS.  
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Development Control Policy 2.5 Special Residential zones (DCP 2.5) 

 

The WAPC’s DCP 2.5 provides guidance for development of Special Residential zones. The 

implementation provisions of DCP 2.5, includes provision d) which states: “that permitted uses 

should be confined to those which are consistent with maintaining the amenity of the residential 

environment.” The land uses proposed to be designated ‘X’ (not permitted) uses are considered 

to be inconsistent with maintaining the zones ‘residential environment’ by reason of the 

potential for land use, built form, traffic and/or noise impacts in the zone. 

 

It is noted that a new Draft of DCP 2.5 was released for public comments (submissions closing 

16 March 2018). The Draft includes the same implementation provision discussed above, and 

the City has made a written submission to the WAPC in support of this policy and provision. 

 

Statement of Planning Policy 3.7 Planning in Bushfire Prone Areas (SPP 3.7) & Guidelines 

for Planning in Bushfire Prone Areas (Guidelines) 

 

The proposed changes to land use permissibility have had regard to the SPP 3.7 and the 

associated Guidelines. The Special Residential zones for the most part are identified as bushfire 

prone areas. Whilst many of the land uses proposed to be designated ‘X’ (not permitted) use are, 

or are likely to be vulnerable land uses in bush fire prone areas, there is no requirement for local 

governments under SPP 3.7 to prohibit vulnerable land uses in bush fire prone areas. The 

acceptability or otherwise of land use and development in bush fire prone areas is subject to a 

satisfactory bushfire assessment and management in accordance with SPP 3.7. It is noted that 

SPP 3.7 is subject to regular updates by the WAPC to address changing circumstances in 

bushfire planning. 

 

Permissibility in other Scheme Zones 
 

The land uses proposed to be designated ‘X’ (not permitted) use in the Special Residential zone 

are all permitted/discretionary in other zones (and reservations) of the TPS No.4 to varying 

degrees. The permissibility of some of the land uses is however also subject to review in the 

General Rural and Rural Living zones. 

 

Land uses including “child care premises”, “civic use”, “club premises”, “community purpose”, 

“consulting rooms”, “educational establishment” and “recreation-private” are 

permitted/discretionary land uses in the Residential, Industry Business and 

Local/District/Strategic Regional Centre zones (and more zones in some instances) of TPS No.4. 

The land uses “exhibition centre” and “holiday accommodation” are permitted/discretionary 

uses in the General Rural, Rural Living zone and Local/District/Strategic Regional Centre zones 

(and more zones in some instances), noting again that permissibility in the General Rural and 

Rural Living zones is also subject to review (including scheme amendments). 

 

Land uses including “public-recreation”, “civic use”, “community purpose” and “educational 

establishment” where undertaken by a government agency may also accommodated under Parks 

and Recreation and Public Purpose local and regional reservations of TPS No.4.  
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The Special Residential zones are generally not considered ideal locations for the land uses 

proposed to be designated ‘X’ (not permitted) as they are remote from centres of commercial 

and social activity and in most case are remote from population catchments and public transport. 

Champion Lakes and Gilwell Avenue, Kelmscott Special Residential zones are exceptions to 

this, however as noted in the above discussion these areas are likely to be rezoned to Urban and 

Residential zones in the future. 

 

Potential Development Issues 

 

The potential development impacts of built form, vegetation clearing, traffic and noise would 

likely impact the residential and environmental amenity of Special Residential zones if some of 

the land uses proposed to be designated ‘X’ (not permitted) use were to be approved. The 

impacts would vary from site to site and would be dependent on the scale and nature of 

development proposed.  

 

The development of land uses such as “civic use”, “educational establishment”, “exhibit centre”, 

“club premises”, “holiday accommodation” and “recreation-private” could result in a 

commercial or institutional built form out of scale and character with the prevailing single 

houses in the zone. As discussed, development footprints (buildings, car parks and common 

facilities) would be larger than a “single house” use development resulting in less open space, 

increased potential for land clearing and building envelope modification requests. 

 

The Special Residential zones are predominately serviced via local roads with corresponding 

low traffic volumes. Some land uses including “child care premises”, “club premises”, 

“educational establishment”, and “recreation-private” are known to generate intense traffic at 

particular times including pick-up and drop-off times, after work hours and/or on weekends for 

activities. The traffic impact from these land uses would likely have a detrimental impact on a 

low density residential environment that exists in the Special Residential zone areas. Other uses, 

“consulting rooms”, “display home centre” and “civic use” traffic impacts may be more spread 

out during opening hours but still a noticeable increase on local roads. Notwithstanding, it is 

noted that traffic impacts would be less of an amenity issue for Special Residential zone lots 

fronting higher order roads including Rowley Road (Brookdale Estate), Lake Road (Champion 

Lakes) and Gilwell Avenue (Kelmscott). 

 

While developments are generally required to comply with environmental noise regulations 

some developments such as “child care premises”, “educational establishments”, “club 

premises” or “recreation–private” are often inherently noisy due to the nature of their activity 

especially where it occurs outdoors. Methods to attenuate noise i.e. solid masonry fencing and 

earth bunds would likely be visually intrusive in this zone where open style fencing especially in 

front setback areas, is generally required. 

 

Existing Developments 

 

The land uses proposed to be designated ‘X’ (not permitted) uses are absent for the most part 

in the Special Residential zone areas. The following exceptions are appropriately dealt with 

in Amendment No.94 to ensure they continue to be permitted/discretionary land uses on 

particular sites. 
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The Churchman Brook Community Centre at 29 Waterwheel Road, Bedfordale which may 

be considered to be “community purpose”, “civic use” and/or “recreation-public” land uses is 

proposed to reclassified from Special Residential zone to Parks and Recreation (Local) 

reservation on the TPS No.4 Map. The activities occurring at the Churchman Brook 

Community Centre site including community functions and passive and active recreation can 

continue as previously approved or similar new activities may occur as allowed under the 

Parks and Recreation (Local) reservation. 

 

The “holiday accommodation” and “recreation – private” land uses will be entered into 

Schedule 2-Additional Use No.30 area (Araluen Golf Course Estate) to allow for 

continuation of these existing and planned uses which would become ‘X’ (not permitted) use 

in the Special Residential zone if Amendment No.94 is granted final approval. 

 

It is noted that under Clause 3.8 Non-Conforming Uses, of TPS No.4, an approved use can 

continue to operate legally in a zone even if it later becomes a ‘X’ (not permitted) use by way 

of a scheme amendment. Should there be any approved and operational developments of the 

land uses proposed to be designated ‘X’ (not permitted) use in the Special Residential zones 

they could continue to operate in accordance with Clause 3.8 Non-Conforming Uses of TPS 

No.4. 

 

Planning and Development (Local Planning Schemes) Regulations 2015 

 

Amendment No.94 is considered a ‘standard amendment’ under Part 5, Clause 34 - standard 

amendment, subsection (a), (b), (c), (e), (f) and (g) of the Planning and Development 

Regulations 2015 (Regulations).  

 

If initiated, Amendment No.94 will be subject to community consultation which includes 

advertising for public submissions in accordance with Part 5, Clause 47 of the Regulations. 

Community consultation by various methods may include the notification by mail of the 

owners of the approximately 1165 Special Residential zone lots. Following the closure of 

advertising Amendment No.94 and any submissions received will be referred back to Council 

for its consideration for final adoption and recommendation to the Hon. Minister for Planning 

for a decision. 

 

OPTIONS 

 

1. Council may initiate the Scheme Amendment as proposed or with modifications. 

2. Council may decline to initiate of the Scheme Amendment if it considers the proposed 

reclassification and scheme text amendments to be contrary to the orderly and proper 

planning of the area or for any other reason. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Amendment No.94 proposes to implement the outcomes of the review of land uses and their 

permissibility for the Special Residential zone.  

 

The ten (10) land uses proposed to be designated ‘X’ (not permitted) uses are considered to be 

inconsistent with TPS No.4 Special Residential zone objectives for low density housing in a 

rural setting and maintenance of ecological and landscape values of the zone.  
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If some of the subject land uses were to be approved, they would likely result in land use 

conflicts in terms of built form, traffic and noise impacts with the prevailing low density 

residential character of the Special Residential zone areas. 

 

The land uses proposed to be designated ‘X’ (not permitted) are permitted/discretionary use 

in other zones and reservations of TPS No.4 to varying degrees including the Residential and 

Centre zones which are more logical locations for the subject land uses on the grounds that 

they are centres of commercial and social activity, and are closer to population catchments 

and public transport access in most instances. 

 

Amendment No.94 adds into Schedule 2-Additional Uses No.30 area “recreation-private” and 

“holiday accommodation” to allow for existing and planned development on the Araluen 

Golf Course Estate super-lot. These land uses support the estates strategic tourism and 

recreation functions and maintains their permissibility. 

 

Amendment No.94 also reclassifies land holdings used for recreation/drainage in Bedfordale 

Special Residential Estates zones to Parks and Recreation (Local) reservation which is typically 

how such land uses are provided for in local planning schemes and reflects how local reserves in 

earlier stages of the Bedfordale estate have been dealt with on the TPS No.4 Map. 

 

Lastly, Schedule 3-Restricted Uses, No.5 area is proposed to be deleted from TPS No.4 on the 

grounds that the land use permissibility changes to the Special Residential zone substantially 

reflect the land use restrictions of Restricted Uses area No.5 making it redundant. 

 

Given the above justifications, Option 1 is recommended. 
 

ATTACHMENTS 
1.  Extract From Schedule 1 of TPS No.4 - Land Use Definitions  
2.  Location Plan - TPS No.4 - Amendment No.94  
3.  Zoning Plan 1 - TPS No.4 - Amendment No.94  
4.  Zoning Plan 2 - TPS No.4 - Amendment No.94  

  
 

RECOMMEND D11/2/18 

That Council: 
 

1. Pursuant to Section 72 of the Planning and Development Act 2005, initiate 

Amendment No.94 to Town Planning Scheme No.4 as a standard amendment in 

accordance with Part 5, Clause 34 – standard amendment, subsections (a), (b), (c), 

(e), (f) and (g) of the Planning and Development (Local Planning Scheme) 

Regulations 2015, as follows: 

 

A. Modify the permissibility symbols of land uses in the Special Residential 

column of Table 1 (Zoning Table) as follows: 

 

 i) civic use and display home centre from ‘D’ (discretionary) to ‘X’ (not 

permitted); and, 

  ii) child care premises, club premises, consulting rooms, community 

purpose, education establishment, exhibition centre, holiday 

accommodation, and recreation-private from ‘A’ (discretionary) to ‘X’ 

(not permitted). 
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 B. Modify Schedule 2-Additional Uses No.30 area (Araluen Golf Course Estate) 

by:  

 

  i) adding to the Additional Use column the following: 

   Discretionary (D) Uses: 

• holiday accommodation, 

• recreation-private.  

   and; 

 ii) adding to the Conditions and Requirements column under 30.1 the 

following: 

• holiday accommodation; 

• recreation-private; 

 

 C. Delete Restricted Use No.5 from Schedule 3-Restricted Uses of the Scheme 

Text and Map. 

 

 D. Reclassify from Special Residential zone to Parks and Recreation (Local) 

reservation on the Scheme Map the following: 

 

  Lots 4000, 4001 and 4002 Darling Range Drive, Bedfordale; 

  Lots 188, 3000, 4005 and 4009 Waterwheel Road, Bedfordale; 

  Lots 4000, 4001, 4002, 4003 and 4004 Grieve Way, Bedfordale; 

  Lot 4010 Devonleigh Street, Bedfordale; 

  Lot 4007 Aulini Drive, Bedfordale; 

  Lot 4003 and 4004 Fyfield Way, Bedfordale; 

  Lot 500 Vellender Road, Bedordale; 

  Lot 3000 Aviemore Drive, Bedfordale; and 

  Lot 4006 and 4008 Blissett Drive, Bedfordale. 

 

2. Refer the above Amendment to Town Planning Scheme No.4 to the Environmental 

Protection Authority (EPA) pursuant to section 81 of the Planning and Development 

Act 2005. Should the EPA advise that the amendment does not require assessment, 

advertise the amendment for a period of 42 days. 

 

3. Authorise the Mayor and the Chief Executive Officer to execute the Amendment 

documents. 

 

4. Forward a copy of the amendment to the Western Australian Planning Commission 

for information. 

 

Moved Cr C M Wielinga 

MOTION CARRIED  (7/0) 
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3.1 - THIRD PARTY APPEAL RIGHTS IN PLANNING 
    
 

WARD 

 

: ALL In Brief: 

During 2017 the Western Australian Local 

Government Association (WALGA) 

undertook consultation with Local 

Government regarding the notion of Third 

Party appeal rights in the Western 

Australian planning system. 

Following the consultation process 

WALGA prepared a report summarising the 

outcome, and requested that members 

consider supporting the introduction of 

Third Party Appeal Rights for decisions 

made by Development Assessment Panels. 

After careful consideration of WALGA’s 

recommendation, the current planning 

framework in general, and the current 

operation of Development Assessment 

Panels in the Armadale context, it is 

recommended that Council advise WALGA 

that it does not consider it necessary to 

introduce Third Party Rights for decisions 

made by Development Assessment Panels. 

FILE No. 

 

: M/787/17 
 

DATE 

 

: 9
 
February 2018 

REF 

 

: SW  

RESPONSIBLE 

MANAGER 

 

: EDDS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tabled Items 

Nil. 

 

Officer Interest Declaration 

Nil. 
 

 

Strategic Implications 

Nil. 

 

Legislation Implications 

Planning and Development Act 2005 

Planning and Development (Development Assessment Panels) Regulations 2011 

 

Council Policy/Local Law Implications 

Nil. 

 

Budget/Financial Implications 

Potential for further administrative costs (including legal costs, consultants and City staff 

resources) and extended timeframes for approvals in the event that third party appeals are 

implemented, for decisions made by Development Assessment Panels. 

 

Consultation 

Nil. 
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BACKGROUND 

 

An appeal against a planning decision, which was lodged by a party who was not the 

applicant for that proposal, is known as a third party appeal. 

 

There are varying forms of third party appeal rights operating in other states and their 

potential introduction to Western Australia has been discussed and debated on a number of 

occasions in the past. This section of the report provides some of the relevant background to 

those considerations, and WALGA’s current position on the subject.  

 

Previous Council Consideration 

 

In 2007 Dr Janet Woollard MLA wrote to all Councils to advise them of a proposed private 

members bill that she intended to introduce into Parliament the following year. That private 

members bill proposed, amongst other things, to amend the Planning and Development Act 

2005 to allow objectors and third parties to appeal planning approvals.  

 

Council considered Dr Woollard’s proposal at its Ordinary Meeting of 17 December 2007 

(D151/12/07) and resolved to: 

  

“1.  Advise the Member for Alfred Cove of the general concern that the proposed legislation 

requires considerable refinements before it can be seriously commented upon. 

2.  Provide a copy of this report to the Western Australian Local Government Association. 

3.  Provide a copy of this report to the Western Australian Planning Commission.” 

 

Current WALGA Position Regarding Third Party Appeals 

 

WALGA formulated its current position on third party appeal rights as a result of Dr 

Woollard’s proposal; in February 2008 it’s State Council passed a resolution that, “Local 

Government does not support the introduction of Third Party Appeal rights”. At the time 

WALGA considered that the strategic and statutory planning framework and processes, 

including consideration of applications by Local Governments, already took into account the 

views of affected parties and the community in general and it also noted that there were 

significant negative implications for Local Government, industry and the community, should 

third party appeals be seriously entertained.  

  

Development Assessment Panels 

 

On 18 November 2009, the Minister for Planning advised State Parliament that Development 

Assessment Panels would be introduced, ‘to improve the planning system by providing more 

transparency, consistency and reliability in decision making on complex development 

applications.”. Development Assessment Panels subsequently became operational in Western 

Australia on 1 July 2011.  

 

The Metro East Joint Development Assessment Panel (JDAP) determines all development 

applications in the City of Armadale with an estimated value of $10 million or more, and at 

the discretion of applicants, development applications of an estimated value of $2 million or 

more and less than $10 million.  
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Since the introduction of Development Assessment Panels in 2011 the Metro East JDAP has 

determined 10 development applications in the City. The JDAP has made only one 

determination against the City’s Responsible Authority Report (RAR), which was an 

application for a Motor Vehicle Wash, two (2) Fast Food Outlets, Convenience Store and 

Service Station at Lot 200 (4) Church Street, Kelmscott; for further information regarding 

that determination refer to the report which was presented to Council in March 2017 (refer 

Item 6.2).  

 

It should be noted that numerous applicants have elected to seek development approval from 

the City rather than nominate the JDAP to be the decision maker (due to the City’s improved 

processing times, delegation of authority arrangements and being able to seek advice direct 

from the decision maker). 

 

State Government Review of the Planning and Development (Development Assessment 

Panels) Regulations 2011 

 

In September 2015 a Standing Committee on Uniform Legislation and Statutes Review 

presented a report to the Legislative Council on the operation and effectiveness of the 

Planning and Development (Development Assessment Panels) Regulations 2011. That report 

dealt with the issue of third party appeal rights in detail, and the following conclusions on the 

subject are relevant: 

  

“3.51 However, the Committee is not of the view that the introduction of a third party right of 

appeal from decisions by DAPs is warranted in order for the Regulations, as drafted, to 

be operationally effective. The Committee has formed this view on the basis that:  

 

•  DAPs ‘stand in the shoes’ of the responsible authority, such as the local 

government, in making a determination on a planning application and the 

relevant planning instrument under which the application is made applies to this 

determination.92  

 

 •  If the planning instrument does not provide for a third party right of appeal, 

determinations by the relevant local government or the DAP are not open to an 

appeal on the merits to the SAT other than by the applicant.  

 

•  While it may be possible for the Regulations to provide for a third party right of 

appeal from determinations by DAPs (by virtue of Regulation 16(2A)),93 

restricting this right to DAPs would disadvantage applicants for mandatory DAP 

applications.  

 

3.52  The Committee is of the view that, should third party appeal rights be introduced in 

Western Australia in the future, this should be undertaken on a state-wide basis for all 

planning decisions to ensure a level playing field. This is a matter for Government 

policy.” 
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WALGA Considerations Regarding Development Assessment Panels 

 

At WALGA’s 2016 Annual General Meeting held on 3 August 2016, it considered the matter 

of Development Assessment Panels and resolved, amongst other things, that WALGA should 

advocate that the Regulations be amended so that a Local Government aggrieved by a DAP 

decision has a right of review at the State Administrative Tribunal.  

 

The following month, on 9 September 2016, WALGA held a State Council Meeting where its 

review of the Development Assessment Panels performance from 2011-2016 was considered. 

The following information from that review is relevant: 

 

 ‘Figure 3 shows that nearly all DAPs determinations align with the recommendation 

set out in the Responsible Authority Report (RAR) with some 94% of all DAs 

determined by DAPs matching the recommendation set out in the RAR. 

 

 Table 2 shows that approximately two thirds of DAs determined by a DAPs during 

2015-16 had at least one development condition or reason for refusal amended. This 

remains generally consistent with the level of amendments to applications in previous 

years and with the overall average of 66.1% of all DAs having at least one 

recommended condition amended. However, the table also shows that only a relatively 

small number of conditions, some 14% of all DAPs approval conditions, were amended 

from those conditions set out in the RAR report. Whilst the rate of variation to DA 

approval conditions varies between DAPs, where the number of applications 

determined by a Panel creates a sufficient sample size of approval conditions, the level 

of variation to development conditions remains largely consistent with the overall 

average of 13.9%. However, the rate of variation to conditions within the Metro NW, 

which does have a large sample size, is significantly higher at 18%.’ 

 

 The review notes an increased number of SAT reconsiderations, which it theorises may 

be due to a rise in the number of refused applications during the 2014-15 financial year.  

 

Recent WALGA Considerations Regarding Third Party Appeals 

 

In December 2016 the WALGA State Council resolved to undertake research on third party 

appeals around Australia and consult with members regarding its current policy position. In 

making that decision it noted that: 

 

“The decision making environment in WA has changed since the formation of the 

position in 2008 with changes to legislation arising from the State’s planning reform 

'Planning Makes it Happen: Phase 1 and 2’, and the introduction of Development 

Assessment Panels (DAPs). Given the substantial changes that have occurred within 

the decision-making environment in Western Australia, and the recent community 

concerns over the creation of the DAP system to determine development applications in 

place of Local Governments, it is considered appropriate to initiate a discussion on the 

possible role of Third Party Appeal Rights in the Western Australian planning system.” 
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WALGA has subsequently undertaken that consultation and in its discussion paper, described 

the outcome of the consultation as follows: 

 

“The submissions received on the discussion paper were closely divided between 

support for some form of Third Party Appeals and opposition to their introduction. 

Further, amongst the submissions in favour of Third Party Appeals, the level of support 

varied from limiting its application to specific circumstances, such as DAP decisions, 

to broad appeal rights similar to the Victorian system. The range of options and ideas 

presented were incredibly varied, and there was no clear consensus on the form and/or 

scope any such rights should take.” 

 

It should be noted that some Councils favour the introduction of third party appeal rights 

because they view it as an opportunity for Local Governments themselves to lodge a review 

against decisions made by Development Assessment Panels.  

 

WALGA has prepared the abovementioned discussion paper which it is now seeking 

comment on, in addition to the proposal detailed below (refer to Attachment presented with 

this report). The feedback which is received will be used to help the Association review its 

policy position on Third Party Appeal Rights. 

 

DETAILS OF PROPOSAL 

 

WALGA’s discussion paper requests that members consider supporting the introduction of 

Third Party Appeal Rights for decisions made by Development Assessment Panels, and 

provide feedback. The purpose of the consultation is not to discuss the details of how that 

system would operate.  

 

COMMENT 

 

Comments Recorded by WALGA  

 

In November 2017 WALGA held workshops about Third Party Appeal Rights which were 

attended by 35 Local Government Officers and 5 Elected Members from 25 Local 

Government areas. The focus of the workshops was to, “…discuss the possible scope and 

form any such appeal rights should take in order to determine a preferred model”, rather than 

discussing the ‘pro’s’ and ‘con’s’ of introducing Third Party Appeal Rights. The current 

proposal, of introducing Third Party Appeal Rights for decisions made by Development 

Assessment Panels, was the first of four Third Party Appeal Rights options listed for 

consideration.  

 

The following comments for and against the current proposal were recorded by WALGA 

during workshops held in November 2017:  

 

“Pros 

 

 Local Government would be able to appeal a JDAP decision + can defend the merits of 

their policies created (developed under construction) - and enforceability of the 

conditions. 

 Could address community concerns that decisions are made 'removed' from the local 

community - more influence in the process. 
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 Confidence in the decision making process - reinstate community confidence in the 

decision making process - different at each Local Government depending on the make-

up/location. 

 More transparent process + more accountable JDAP members, in decision making + 

condition setting. 

 Community members can appeal decisions. 

 Form 2's included in the process - ability to appeal the amendment + the conditions 

setting. 

 More applications will come back to council. 

 Legal nexus between Local Government /State policies + decision making -> Third 

Party Appeal Rights would give this. 

 Spread the costs between the applicants/developers/appellants/third parties. 

 Could appeal on conditions that may have been removed from a RAR - (i.e. cash-in- 

lieu conditions removed from RAR). 

 Submissions of more compliant applications /outcomes of better developments -> 

possible costs and time savings for developers. 

 1st stage approach for TPAR - could be expanded later. 

 Community satisfaction that JDAPs' can be appealable - feeling of loss of inclusion in 

the process. 

 Community can appeal to JDAP to enable better transparency of decisions. 

 Local Government can appeal a decision (particularly when RAR is overturned + 

conditions). 

 JDAPs - can appeal any decisions that don't align with strategic vision. 

 Being limited to those complex applications/complicated issues. 

 Justify the argument against the development before an appeal can be lodged - direct 

impact needs to be shown. 

 Direct impact needs to be shown. 

 Good balance. 

 Appellants would have to pay for their own costs. 

 Takes out the decisions that are political. 

 Applications could then just go to council in the $2-$10m range. 

 Would filter out 'smaller' impact applications which could potentially overburden 

system. 

 May be rarely used in rural areas - almost status quo - (is it even worth having?). 

 Not supportive of Third Party Appeal Rights - BUT would reluctantly support this 

option. 

 

Cons 

 

 Only DAPs - not includes $2-10m for council determinations. 

 Political only fix. 

 Form 2 process back into Local Government now - so decision could then be appealed? 

Even if Local Government originally didn't like it. Quantitative measure for whether it 

is then appealable. 

 Resource hungry for all involved - particularly for Local Governments. 

 Not all JDAP members would be brought to SAT - only Chair. 
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 If Local Government supports - but the item is appealed - Local Government would be 

dragged in. 

 Lack of certainty in the decision making process. 

 Possibility for more people to be attending an appeal - how to manage? Does it become 

a numbers game? 

 Elected Members may be pressured to put in an appeal rather than the community 

initiating an Appeal. 

 Possibility that the Minister could remove Elected Members from JDAP if Local 

Government can appeal anyway. 

 Conflict of interest for Elected Member who sits on the panel if the Local Government 

appeals it. 

 Conditions - in or out? 

 More applications will come back to council. 

 Odd paradigm to review a decision - Local Government appealing JDAP when they are 

making a decision on their behalf. 

 Could undermine the whole reason for DAPs being set up in the beginning. 

 Who would prepare the appeal? Independent? Or Local Government? 

 What level of strategic oversight would be included - is it local or regional benefits. 

Multiple appeals? Degrees of appeal issues. 

 State or regional policy provisions/what takes precedence? 

 Connection to structure planning provisions within the system - 'due regard' less 

weight. 

 Costs unknown. 

 Uncertainty for development industry. 

 Advertised applications only - would JDAP then have all applications as 'advertised'? 

Greenfield sites/deemed to comply. 

 Resources of JDAP's - who submit the appeal and manages the process? 

 Could undermine the purpose of DAPs. 

 Could reduce the pool of quality DAP panel members. 

 Another layer to add to the system. 

 Don't get many DAP applications in smaller areas. 

 If applicant does not opt in to DAPs then they avoid Third Party Appeal Rights.” 

 

ANALYSIS 

 

Third Party Appeal Rights: City of Armadale Perspective 

 

The City’s evaluation of WALGA’s proposal is summarised below and in the following 

headings. 

 

 The City receives, on average, approximately 350 development applications per year, 

which does not include Residential Design Code Variation (RDCV) applications; 

 If third party appeal rights were considered, the issue of which determinations are the 

subject of those rights is a contentious one that would be the subject of some debate: 

potentially, all discretionary decisions including single houses where deemed-to-

comply provisions of the R-Codes are not being met, could be the subject of third party 

appeal rights;  
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 Given that the majority of planning determinations made in the City are not made by 

the JDAP, there is a likelihood that any third party appeals which would be lodged, 

would be lodged against decisions made by Council and officers under delegated 

authority; 

 One of the actions in the City’s Economic Development Strategy is to, “Continue to 

improve Armadale City’s regulatory environment and make necessary modifications to 

streamline processes in order to facilitate business attraction, investment and 

employment growth in the City of Armadale.”, whereas third party appeal rights would 

create an additional process, particularly where consultation has already provided an 

opportunity for input;  

 It is possible that, in the case of commercial developments, third party appeal rights 

could be used to try and prevent or minimize commercial competition;  

 Dealing with an appeal is a complex and time/resource intensive process involving 

Directions Hearings, Mediation Sessions, Council Reports and, if necessary, Full 

Hearings;  

 In many cases, due to choices made by the other party, resourcing pressures or in order 

to best defend the decision, a third party is engaged to assist the City, and the cost of 

this type of representation can be substantial; 

 The current system typically involves a Local Authority defending its assessment of the 

appellant’s proposal against objective planning criteria in the Town Planning Scheme 

(and other legislation): third party appeal rights would put the Local Authority in a 

position where, in a sense, it has to not only defend its decision, but also advocate for 

the proposal without regard for its individual merits; 

 A development application is often the final step in a process which has previously 

required a Town Planning Scheme Amendment and Structure Planning, both of which 

would have been advertised to the public and progressed taking account of any 

submissions received; the City’s planning framework also includes advertising 

requirements for those development applications which are most likely to impact 

neighbours, and all comments that are submitted are considered when making a 

determination;  

 A neighbour who is aggrieved by a planning determination has an existing opportunity 

of complaint to the WAPC, Minister for Planning or Ombudsman;  

 Because there are comparatively few JDAP determinations made in the City and as 

mentioned above, the majority of those determinations are (generally) consistent with 

the RAR recommendation prepared by the City, it seems unlikely that the City would 

exercise a right to lodge an application for review against a JDAP determination; and 

 On balance, the introduction of third party appeal rights would create few benefits for 

the City, while creating a substantial amount of additional (unfunded) costs and 

uncertainty. 

 

Local Government Appeals Against DAP Decisions 

  

 As mentioned above, WALGA has already adopted the position that a Local 

Government aggrieved by a DAP decision should have a right of review at the State 

Administrative Tribunal, and some Councils favour the introduction of third party 

appeal rights because it would create that opportunity; and 
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 That situation would incur resources and costs and be somewhat complicated, as the 

JDAP which made the decision would have included Local Government Members that 

also sit on the Council which is lodging the appeal.  

 

Limiting Third Party Appeal Rights to DAP Decisions 

 

 It seems highly unlikely that the State Government would introduce third party appeal 

rights yet limit those rights to decisions made by Development Assessment Panels: in 

2015 the Standing Committee was of the view that, should third party appeal rights be 

introduced in Western Australia in the future, that should be undertaken on a state-wide 

basis for all planning decisions; 

 As also pointed out by the Standing Committee and at the WALGA workshop, 

introducing third party appeal rights for JDAP decisions only would give applicants 

whose proposal is of a certain value the ability to ‘opt-out’ of a potential third party 

appeal, by choosing to have it determined by the Local Government rather than the 

DAP: that situation would be inequitable; and 

 Advocating for the introduction of third party appeal rights only for DAP decisions 

may, therefore, inadvertently result in their broader introduction. 

 

OPTIONS 

 

Council could: 

 

1. Support the introduction of Third Party Appeal Rights for decisions made by 

Development Assessment Panels. 

2. Not consider it necessary to indroduce Third Party Appeal Rights for decisions made by 

Development Assessment Panels, and advise WALGA to maintain its current policy 

position on Third Party Appeal Rights. 

3. Decide to not make a submission. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The City itself would be unlikely to take advantage of the introduction of third party appeal 

rights for decisions made by Development Assessment Panels. Neighbours and the wider 

community are already provided with sufficient opportunities for input about development 

applications that might affect them, through existing consultation arrangements, TPS scheme 

amendments, structure plans, etc.  

 

Advocating for the introduction of third party appeal rights only for DAP decisions may 

inadvertently result in their wholesale introduction. If third party appeal rights were 

introduced but not limited to decisions made by Development Assessment Panels, that would 

create a substantial additional costs and resources for the City and create additional 

uncertainty.  

 

On balance, therefore, it is recommended that the proposal not be supported, and the City 

advise WALGA in accordance with Option 2. 
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ATTACHMENTS 
1.  WALGA - Outcomes of Consultation - Third Party Appeal Rights in Planning  

  
 

RECOMMEND D12/2/18 

 

That Council: 

 

1. Advise the Western Australian Local Government Association (WALGA) that it 

does not consider it necessary to introduce Third Party Appeal Rights for 

decisions made by Development Assessment Panels, and that WALGA maintain 

its current policy position on Third Party Appeal Rights in general. 

 

Moved Cr Sargeson 

MOTION CARRIED  (7/0) 
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3.2 - PLANNING INSTITUTE OF AUSTRALIA PLANNING CONGRESS - PERTH - 9 

TO 11 MAY 2018 
    
 

WARD 

 

: ALL In Brief: 

The 2018 PIA Planning Congress will be 

held at the Perth Convention and Exhibition 

Centre (PCRV) in Perth, from 9
th
 to 11

th
 

May 2018. 

Matters to be covered should be of 

relevance to Armadale. 

Recommend that consideration be given to 

nominating a Councillor to attend the 

event.  

FILE No. 

 

: M/529/17 
 

DATE 

 

: 15 February 2018 

REF 

 

: SS  

RESPONSIBLE 

MANAGER 

: EDDS 

 

 

Tabled Items 

 

Nil. 

 

Officer Interest Declaration 

 

Nil. 

 

Strategic Implications 

 

4.1 Visionary Civic leadership and sound governance 

 4.1.3  Support the role of the elected body 

   4.1.3.3 Advocate and support Councillor engagement in outside bodies and 

events to maintain awareness and enhance the City's knowledge base. 

 

Legislation Implications 

 

Nil. 

 

Council Policy/Local Law Implications 

 

Council Policy ADM3 – Conferences and Training 

Council Policy EM1 – Reimbursement Councillor’s Expenses 

 

Budget/Financial Implications 

 

The PIA Planning Congress is on the Approved Conference List for both Officers and 

Elected Members. Officer attendance will be funded from the Planning Service’s Conference 

and Meeting budget. Sufficient funds are available in the Councillor/Member Development 

Budget, should a Councillor be nominated to attend. The total cost of the conference is 

estimate at $2,245 per delegate. 
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BACKGROUND 

 

The 2018 PIA Planning Congress will be held at the Perth Convention and Exhibition Centre, 

Perth, from Wednesday, 9
th

 May to Friday, 11
th

 May 2018. Study tours will be held on the 9
th

 

May 2018. 

 

The PIA Planning Congress typically hosts a number of topics which are potentially 

applicable to the City and may provide valuable insight and information regarding a number 

of areas that impact the City. 

 

A copy of the conference Brochure is included in the Attachments to this report. 

 

 

DETAILS OF CONFERENCE 

 

The 2018 Congress aspires to address what is effectual planning practice on the global 

frontier – whether that’s planning for the local community, a metropolitan area, a regional 

area, a mega-city or an emergent region. Good planning doesn’t simply mitigate and fix 

problems: it strives to reimagine and recreate our communities to be more inclusive, 

sustainable and productive. 

 

Concurrent Sessions will run throughout the congress with streams including: 

 

o Digital Frontiers – Rise of AI 

o Shift: Movement, People, Places 

o Gen – F(uture) 

o Regions on the Frontier 

o New Frontiers for Fairness 

o Great Places – Pushing Frontiers 

 

Keynote Speakers are: 

 

James Thoem, Urban Planner, Copenhagenize Design Co. - Trained as an urban planner 

in Canada and Sweden, James brings with him an academic and professional background in 

community engagement and active transportation. At Copenhagenize, he coordinates the 

planning team in the Copenhagen office while managing communication between satellite 

offices. Beyond managing clients and professional networks, James leads the development of 

cycling strategies worldwide, bolstered by his comprehensive background in urban planning, 

municipal governance and project management. 

 

Michael Wexler, Urban Designer, Copenhagenize Design Co. - As the head of 

Copenhagenize’s new North American office in Montreal, Michael is currently working with 

cities and governments across Canada and the U.S. to leverage many lessons from 

Copenhagen’s numerous examples of best-practice design and policy. He has a diverse 

background in urban planning, project management, design and visual media and a Master of 

Planning from McGill University. 
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There is no Ordinary Council Meeting scheduled during this conference. It is potentially 

beneficial for an Elected Member to attend the PIA Planning Congress, given a number of 

topics may be applicable to the City and offer insight into matters that are impacting the City. 

An Officer may be attending the PIA Planning Congress. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The matter is brought to the attention of Council to determine if it wishes to nominate a 

Councillor to attend. 

 
 

ATTACHMENTS 
1.  PIA Planning Congress Program  

  

Committee discussion 

 

Nominations were received from the Committee for Cr Shaw and Cr Zelones to attend the 

PIA Planning Congress. 
 

 

RECOMMEND D13/2/18 

 

That Council nominates Cr D M Shaw and Cr H A Zelones to attend the PIA Planning 

Congress to be held at the Perth Convention and Exhibition Centre, from Wednesday, 

9
th

 May to Friday, 11
th

 May 2018.  

 

Moved Cr C M Wielinga 

MOTION CARRIED  (7/0) 
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3.3 - REFERRAL ITEM - ANNUAL FEES - CONDITIONS FOR COMPLIANCE 
    
 

At the Council meeting held on 18
th

 December 2018, Cr Wielinga referred the following 

matter to the Development Services Committee: 

 

“That the matter of annual fees for conditions for compliance be referred to the 

Development Services Committee”. 

 

Comment from Cr Wielinga 

 

Since some development approvals have many conditions placed upon them that many need 

ongoing assessment I wondered if it would be possible for Officers to arrive at a system 

where some of the more onerous conditions that the City must monitor for compliance would 

have an annual fee. For example an industry approval that might have a dust management 

plan might need to be regularly assessed and as such would require some Officer time and 

therefore City funding and an annual fee from the developer would help contribute to these 

costs. It just appears that there are more developments being approved that have many 

conditions and management plans that should be regularly assessed for compliance and yet 

the City does not necessarily have the Officer time available for these additional compliance 

requirements and so perhaps some costs can be recouped from the industries and 

developments that require the most monitoring – similar to curb inspection fees, health 

compliance fees etc. 

 

Officer Comment 

 

It is acknowledged there is an increased reliance on and ongoing cost to the City to 

proactively monitor and audit conditions of development approval. Unfortunately however, 

there is currently no mechanism available to recoup such costs. 

 

It should be noted that all Local Governments are required to comply with ‘Part 7 — Local 

government planning charges’ of the Planning and Development Regulations 2009, which 

specifics the circumstance whereby local governments are only allowed to charge a fee for 

planning related services.  Compliance related matters are not covered by the Regulations and 

therefore the City is unable to lawfully charge for such matters. 

 

In order to assist with managing ongoing costs associated with complex development 

approvals with ongoing requirements, the City’s current practice is to impose a condition 

requiring the applicant to undertake reports and submit to the City.  The intent of such 

conditions is to place the obligation on the applicant to demonstrate compliance via the 

submission of appropriate reports/audits in such instances. 
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The following recommendation is suggested for consideration: 

 

“That Council note officer’s comments outlined in this report.” 

 
 

 

ATTACHMENTS 

There are no attachments for this report. 

 
 

RECOMMEND D14/2/18 

That Council note officer’s comments outlined in this report. 

 

Moved Cr C M Wielinga 

MOTION CARRIED  (7/0) 
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COUNCILLORS’ ITEMS 

 

Nil. 
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5.1 - HARRISDALE ACTIVITY CENTRE PLAN 
    
 

Urbis Planning Consultants on behalf of Stockland Pty Ltd have prepared an Activity Centre 

Plan (ACP) for the Harrisdale District Centre and the ACP has now been lodged with the City 

for assessment and recommendation to the Western Australian Planning Commission 

(WAPC). The ACP is accompanied by a Retail Sustainability Assessment and a Transport 

Impact Assessment. The Harrisdale ACP will provide the primary land use, built form and 

strategic planning controls for the Harrisdale District Centre.  

 

Prior to the Council making a recommendation with regard to the ACP it is necessary to 

advertise the ACP in accordance with the requirements of the Planning (Local Planning 

Schemes) Regulations 2015. Advertising will commence on 15 February 2018 and close on 7 

March 2018. Advertising of the ACP will comprise: 

 

1. Letters to residents near the shopping centre; 

2. Signs on the shopping centre site; 

3. A newspaper advertisement;  

4. Advertisement on the City’s website; and 

5. Referral of the proposal to service and other government agencies. 

 

Stage 1 of the Harrisdale ACP opened for business in June 2016 and comprises: 

 

1. A shopping centre, anchored by Woolworths and ALDI, two mini-majors, and 

approximately 30 specialty stores. 

2. Three (3) free-standing ‘pad’ sites along Nicholson Road, currently tenanted by 

McDonald’s, KFC, and Hungry Jack’s. 

 

The Harrisdale ACP will facilitate the development of additional stages of the Harrisdale 

District Centre. The centre has been identified and provided for in a range of higher-level 

planning documents, including State Planning Policy SPP4.2 – Activity Centres for Perth and 

Peel (SPP4.2), the North Forrestdale Stage 1 (‘Central’) local structure plan and the City of 

Armadale Local Planning Strategy. Through the adoption of the City’s current Local 

Planning Strategy (LPS), the WAPC has approved the development of up to 20,000m
2
 NLA 

by 2021, 25,000m
2
 by 2026 and 31,000m

2
 by 2031. If the developer wishes to bring forward 

additional floorspace before the timeframes set in the LPS then a Retail Sustainability 

Assessment is required to be prepared to determine if the demand exists to support the 

increase. 

 

The Harrisdale ACP is proposed to supersede and replace the existing Newhaven District 

Activity Centre Structure Plan (NDACSP). The NDACSP restricts the primary lot (shopping 

centre building) in the activity centre to 12,000m
2
 Nett Lettable Area (NLA). An additional 

1500m
2
 NLA is allocated to the portion of the District Centre that is on the opposite side of 

Yellowwood Road (the Main Street) from the shopping centre building). The Harrisdale ACP 

will remove the cap on retail floor space on individual lots, and provides for ongoing 

expansion of the activity centre in a coordinated manner. SPP 4.2 requires WAPC adoption 

where the NLA of a District Centre is proposed to exceed 20,000m
2
. 
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The activity centre is planned to provide: 

 

1. Retail floor space of over 20,000sq.m NLA in the life of this activity centre plan – 

including the addition of a discount department store.  

2. Continued development of Yellowwood Avenue as the activity centre’s main street, 

with highly active edges, accommodating retail, commercial and entertainment land 

uses such as a child care centre, purpose built medical centre and a tavern. 

3. Car-based retail and commercial uses along Nicholson Road. 

4. A variety of potential residential development sites, both for short-term and long-term 

development. 

5. Consolidated car parking areas and pedestrian linkages to connect all parts of the 

activity centre. 

6. Design Guidelines for buildings including the nomination of landmark sites within the 

District Centre. 

 

Following the close of the advertising period, a report on the proposal and submissions 

received will be prepared for Council’s consideration for its recommendation to the WAPC 

for final adoption. 
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0.0 - SAT REVIEW - LOT 20 (43) BUTCHER RD, ROLEYSTONE - CHANGE OF USE 

TO CONSULTING ROOMS (HYDROTHERAPY) AND 'USE NOT LISTED - 

OCCASIONAL PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT TRAINING (HYDROTHERAPY)' 
    
 

At its meeting on the 27
th

 November 2017, Council considered an amended proposal for a 

‘Change of Use’ to Consulting Rooms (Hydrotherapy) and ‘Use Not Listed’ – Occasional 

Professional Development Training (Hydrotherapy) at Lot 20, 43 Butcher Road, Roleystone. 

Council resolved to refuse the proposal. 

 

Following Council’s decision, a Directions Hearing was held at the State Administrative 

Tribunal (SAT) on the 8
th

 December 2017 and orders detailing the requirements from the 

City (Respondent) and the landowner (Applicant) were issued, which included the scheduling 

of a final hearing date for the 20 March 2018. 

 

A summary of the progress to date is as follows: 

 

 The City has engaged McLeods solicitors to represent City at the SAT hearing; 

 A Planning consultant and a Bushfire consultant have been engaged as expert witnesses 

on behalf of City; 

 Officers meet with residents on 19 February 2018 to explain the SAT process and 

invited them to prepare Witness Statements for review by the City’s solicitor; 

 Residents have been advised that they should formally lodge a separate submission to 

SAT by 23 February 2018. 

 

Key milestone dates moving forward are as follows: 

 

 Witness Statements due to be lodged with SAT by 23 February 2018; 

 As per SAT Order No.10, by 1 March 2018, the City’s and applicant’s bushfire experts 

must confer and prepare a joint statement of issues and facts to identify matters they 

agree and disagree on; 

 On 2 March 2018, SAT will consider the residents request to intervene or to make 

submissions; 

 On 20 March 2018, the matter is listed for a two full day hearing at SAT. 
 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

MEETING DECLARED CLOSED AT 7.31PM 
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